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Abstract: Tongass (steam schooner) logbooks (SAFR 14288, HDC 80) consists of 9 logbooks for voyages from Seattle to Northeast Alaska, Vancouver Island, British Columbia, and Everett, Washington. The entries are in columns and record time by clock, name of headland or place, time on course, compasses, distance by log, tide, wind, barometer, weather and remarks. This collection has been processed to the collection level and is open for use without restriction.
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Collection Scope and Content
Tongass (steam schooner) logbooks (SAFR 14288, HDC 80) consists of 9 logbooks for voyages from Seattle to Northeast Alaska, Vancouver Island, British Columbia, and Everett, Washington. The entries are in columns and record time by clock, name of headland or place, time on course, compasses, distance by log, tide, wind, barometer, weather and remarks. This collection has been processed to the collection level and is open for use without restriction.

Collection Arrangement
Items are arranged chronologically.
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